Common to both SELF-SET and POSI-SET is the use of our time
tested German quality double edge DISPOZ-A-BLADE knives. These economical disposable
knives have triple ground and finely honed double edges. They come in High Speed Steel (HSS),
suitable for most hard and soft woods and specially formulated Kobalt Steel, for more abrasive
or exotic woods. Since both HSS and Kobalt knives fit the same holder the
optimum knife type can be used for the job at hand. DISPOZ-A-BLADE is
manufactured to rigid DIN and ISO 9002 German Industrial Standards assuring
consistent quality and dependability. For almost 3 decades they have been the
trade standard for being far more cost effective than regular knives that require
re-sharpening. DISPOZ-A-BLADE knives are always straight and balanced, and
their factory ground edges provide peak machine performance and finish quality.

With either SELF-SET or POSI-SET you have all
the advantages of index tooling at a fraction of the cost.

Extensive product information including installation
demonstrations are available at www.dispozablade.com

DISPOZ-A-BLADE LLC
32 Old Cahoonzie Road,
Sparrowbush, NY 12780
Tel: 800-557-8092 or
845-858-8092
Fax 845-856-1831

For Global Sales contact:
ESTA-USA, Inc.,
P.O. Box 271 Barrville,
New York, USA
For additional information:
Visit www.estausa.com

DISPOZ-A-BLADE will Absolutely end
your knife changing headaches ...FOREVER

THE DISPOZ-A-BLADE KNIFE ADVANTAGE

ONLY from DISPOZ-A-BLADE

SELF SETTING KNIVES
For your Planer, Jointer & Molder
Now Available in Two Foolproof Products
“SELF-SET® & POSI-SET®”
The TOTAL Solution for SIMPLE, FAST & ACCURATE
KNIFE CHANGES in nearly every make and model machine.
The only instant setting knives that do not require
altering your machine in any way.
INSTALL KNIVES IN SECONDS— NOT HOURS, Easy & Accurate
“DROP & LOCK” Knife Changes EVERY TIME without special skills,
set-up jigs or jack screws.
INSTANTLY WORKS IN ALL YOUR MACHINES— Optimizes
machine performance
NO COMPLICATED MACHINE MODIFICATIONS— Or expensive
special cutterheads
MORE ECONOMICAL THAN RESHARPENING— Top Quality
Straight Factory Edges cost less than regrinding regular knives.
NEVER SHARPEN A PLANER KNIFE AGAIN— Consistent knife
Quality Produces Superior Finishes with BIG SAVINGS
CHOOSE ECONOMICAL HSS— (High Speed Steel) Knives for most
planning jobs— OR LONG LASTING KOBALT KNIVES— for the
tougher more Abrasive woods.
AFFORDABLE INDUSTRIAL QUALITY— For the Custom Craftsman
and the large wood products manufacturer.

Eliminates the two most dreaded tasks associated with maintaining
a machine — getting knives sharpened straight without weakened,
over ground edges and setting those knives precisely back into the
cutter head.
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Simple 2 Part No Sharpen Knife Design

DISPOZ-A-BLADE holder and double edge replacement knives. The holder and knife combination automatically locks in place while you tighten your gib screws.

How SELF-SET® Works

SELF-SET® magnetic knife supports replace troublesome push springs, setting bars and jackscrews to achieve true “Drop and Lock” knife installation. Simply place 2 POSI-SET knife supports in the bottom of each knife pocket of your cutter head and observe how DISPOZ-A-BLADE’s holder and knife combination are automatically locked in place while you tighten your gib screws.

DISPOZ-A-BLADE’s consistent knife height eliminates any further adjustment. Nicked knives that are still sharp can now be easily side shifted in opposite directions to produce a smooth line free finish.

POSI-SET® knife supports are stocked in all sizes. This provides the flexibility to outfit every machine regardless of age and design. So when Self-Set is unavailable for a particular machine, POSI-SET always is.

How POSI-SET® Works

Easy & accurate knife changes are a reality because DISPOZ-A-BLADE is always the same dimension from the cutting edge to the holder bottom. The POSI-SET® Knife Support System automatically sets the DISPOZ-A-BLADE to the proper height without any adjustment – saving hours of set-up time. Consistent weight between knives assures balanced vibration-free operation.

Planer Knives ANYONE Can Change at a price ANYONE Can Afford!

Call our toll free number to determine the best system for your machine 800-557-8092

How to Order POSI-SET®

Simply tell us the make and model of your machine and the size of the standard knife it uses. We can cross reference most machines. But should you have a machine not in our data base we will instruct you how to simply measure the depth of your cutter head’s knife pocket. We will supply you with a 1st time Start Up Kit that includes the correct size and number of POSI-SET knife supports, one set of reusable DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife holders and one set of double edge HSS DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife inserts that are properly sized for your machine. All that is required for future knife changes is the purchase of inexpensive DISPOZ-A-BLADE double edge replacement knives.

Both SELF-SET® & POSI-SET® are AVAILABLE in lengths to 36”

Both SELF-SET & POSI-SET are available all of the hassles of changing and sharpening knives. DISPOZ-A-BLADE’s innovative 2 part design separates the cutting part of the knife from the support part. Both SELF-SET & POSI-SET consist of a disposable double edge knife that attaches to a reusable holder. Together they equal the dimensions of your original knife. Each precision holder has locking pins and magnets which precisely match the holes in the DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife.

SELF-SET holders have the addition of 2 built in stops that simply rest on the outside diameter of the cutter head when in the proper position. POSI-SET magnetic knife supports are available which attach to the same high quality DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife insert. This holder-knife combination instantly installs in your machine without any modifications.

Both SELF-SET & POSI-SET are available all of the hassles of changing and sharpening knives. DISPOZ-A-BLADE’s innovative 2 part design separates the cutting part of the knife from the support part. Both SELF-SET & POSI-SET consist of a disposable double edge knife that attaches to a reusable holder. Together they equal the dimensions of your original knife. Each precision holder has locking pins and magnets which precisely match the holes in the DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife.

SELF-SET holders have the addition of 2 built in stops that simply rest on the outside diameter of the cutter head when in the proper position. POSI-SET magnetic knife supports are available which attach to the same high quality DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife insert. This holder-knife combination instantly installs in your machine without any modifications.

Simply tell us the make and model of your planer or jointer and the size of the standard knife it uses. We can cross reference most machines. But should you have a machine not in our data base we will instruct you how to simply measure the depth of your cutter head’s knife pocket. We will supply you with a 1st time Start Up Kit that includes the correct size and number of POSI-SET knife supports, one set of reusable DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife holders and one set of double edge HSS DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife inserts that are properly sized for your machine. All that is required for future knife changes is the purchase of inexpensive DISPOZ-A-BLADE double edge replacement knives.

The Latest Breakthrough That Makes Changing Knives a Cinch

SELF-SET® has received industry wide recognition as a new product that has significantly increased shop productivity and work quality while being very affordable.

HOW TO ORDER SELF-SET

Simply tell us the make and model of your planer or jointer and the size of the standard knife it uses. We will supply a 1st time Start Up Kit that includes one set of reusable SELF-SET knife holders and one set of disposable double edge HSS DISPOZ-A-BLADE knives that are correctly sized for your machine. All that is required for future knife changes is the purchase of inexpensive DISPOZ-A-BLADE double edge replacement knives.

Simple is Better – SELF-SET is Simple!

Call our toll free number to determine the best system for your machine 800-557-8092.

---

SELF-SET® knives require no machine modifications or the use of jack screws, springs, setting gauges, jigs or measuring tools. No special skills are needed to quickly change knives with precision accuracy every time.

Knife changes are as easy as snapping the disposable double edge knife onto the SELF-SET holder and sliding them into the knife pocket until the precisely located stops contact the outside surface of your machine’s cutter head. The time it takes to change knives has now been reduced to the time needed to loosen the cutter head gib bolts, replace the dull edge and retighten. SELF-SET eliminates all the time and frustration associated with changing knives and is much more economical than buying and re-sharpening standard knives. To greatly extend the usable life of each knife, nicked knives that are still sharp can now be easily side shifted in opposite directions to produce a smooth line free finish.

DISPOZ-A-BLADE’S holder and double edge replacement knives are the dimensional equivalent of the knife you are using now in your machine’s cutter head. Various sizes and types of holders are available which attach to the same high quality DISPOZ-A-BLADE knife insert. This holder-knife combination instantly installs in your machine without any modifications.